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Superconducting detectors become the most prominent technology for radiation sensors with 

ultimate performance. Typically, they are nanostructures formed from an ultra-thin 

superconducting film incorporated into an external antenna for efficient radiation coupling. 

The operation of so-called hot-electron bolometers and photodetectors (HEBs and HEPs) is 

based on nonequilibrium heating of the electron subsystem by the absorbed radiation and 

results in the film resistance and a corresponding, easily measurable voltage response when 

device is current biased [1-2]. A relatively simple, single-layer manufacturing technology 

made these devices very popular for needs of radioastronomy and remote sensing.  

The value of the energy gap in a superconductor is two to three orders of magnitude 

smaller than that in a semiconductor, thus, a photon absorption in a superconductor creates a 

very significant avalanche of excited electrons [3]. Due to this property, HEBs and HEPs 

demonstrate very high sensitivity in a broad spectral range from far-infrared to ultraviolet. 

The time constants governing the excited electron avalanche process in superconductors are 

in the picosecond range for NbN [4]. assuring the gigahertz range response speed for 

superconducting hot-electron detectors. Moreover, due to their cryogenic operating  

temperatures, the superconducting detectors are intrinsically low-noise devices.  

Recently, we proposed single-photon superconducting detectors (SSPDs) based on 

NbN ultrathin films [5] that allowed us to reach the ultimate quantum sensitivity limit 

together with the ultrafast photon counting speed. Our devices are biased in the 

superconducting state and are transiently switched into the resistive state after an act of 

photon absorption. 
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Typically, a meander-type SSPD consists of nominally 0.2-µm-wide strip, patterned 

from a 3- to 10-nm-thick NbN film, deposited by reactive sputtering on an optical quality 

sapphire substrate. The NbN microstructure covers the area of either 4 micron by 4 micron or 

10 micron by 10 micron, and is patterned using of an electron beam lithography technique. 

Our devices are mounted on a cold plate (T = 4.2 K) inside a liquid-helium optical cryostat. 

Upon absorption of a photon, a resistive hotspot is formed in the stripe, pushing the bias 

supercurrent into the sidewalks between the hotspot and the edges of the film. At this point, 

the superconductivity in the sidewalks is destroyed, and the resistive barrier is formed across 

the entire width of device, giving the rise to an easily measurable voltage signal with the 

magnitude proportional to the barrier resistance. After the delay of less than 30 ps (this 

energy relaxation time actually depends on the photon energy and film thickness), the hotspot 

collapses, superconductivity is restored, and the detector is ready to register another photon 

[1, 5]. 

We have studied in detail the SSPD spectral response in near-infrared and visible 

radiation ranges using femtosecond-pulse lasers and CW radiation sources. We observe an 

exponential behavior of the SSPD detection efficiency (DE) on radiation wavelength in the 

range of 0.4-3 micron. As the quantum energy increases, the hotspot size increases and, as the 

result, DE depends exponentially on the wavelength [6]. On the microscopic level the DE 

spectral dependence can be explained based on a model of resistive fluctuations in a narrow 

superconducting stripe. Our best devices demonstrate DE >5% for 405-nm photons, what 

corresponds to >70% internal quantum efficiency (QE). For 1550-nm photons QE drops to 

still quite respectable ~3% value. 

We have also performed time-resolved measurements using a standard direct read-out 

technique. The width of the photoresponse pulse was found to be about 150 ps, and was 

limited by the performance of our read-out circuit. Our experiments with variable optical 

delays showed, however,  that NbN SSPDs are capable of counting photons with the speed of  

above 10 GHz (less than 100 ps delay).  

The measured internal jitter of the SSPD was less than 35 ps, which is significantly 

smaller comparing to any known semiconductor single-photon detector. 
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Already identified  applications of NbN-based SSPDs are detection of thermal 

radiation emitted by VLSI transistor chips [7] and free-space quantum cryptography [8]. The 

system described in [7] already has been commercially available. The quantum cryptography 

system based on SSPD is expected to be the very first single-photon quantum 

communications channel, supporting unconditionally secret information transfer using the 

Vernham cipher code.  
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